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Marine architectural buildings constructed in the last five years in Japan are
introduced. The notable features of such marine architectural buildings follow:

a! buildings are built inside the harbor and near the seashore,
b! almost all of them have been constructed by floating-type structural systems,

and

c! they have been built in accordance with the Building Standard Law,

The subjects to be discussed are related to the introduction of existing buildings, the
reason of application with the Building Standard Law, and remarkable points on the
structural design and mooring system.

INTRODUCTION

At this time, construction locations of alinost all standing marine architectural
buildings are inside the harbor and near the seashore, Half of the structures are floating-
type moored by cables or dolphins; and, in many cases, there is a high percentage of
reuse of retired ships.

Existing marine architectural buildings are standing not only on the boundary
zone in the field of engineering which is mainly covered by naval architectural
engineering, civil engineering and architectural engineering but also on the boundary
zone under the jurisdiction of supervising government offices which issue building
permits. Before these types of marine architectural buildings  particularly those referred
to as moored floating structures!
had been constructed, govern-
ment oAices could retain the
span of work. However, after
these types of marine architec-
tural buildings were built and
defined, conflict arose in terms
of supervision or issuance of
building permits.

The general categories of
Bligineering structures are
shown in Figure 1. The differ-
ence between architectural build-
ings and other types of buildings

can be defined by usage, Figure 1. Categories af buildings and structures
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In general, building permission for construction of category �! is under the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Construction. Another type of building in category �! is
controlled by the Ministry of Construction and the Ministry of Transportation, Besides,
there is a steady border line between architectural field and civil engineering field in
connection with above categories  �! & �!!. The span of work is clearly and independently
maintained as reflected in the Japanese system.. For instance, such cases can be seen in
university educational system, administration, etc.

Coastal and harbor engineering belong to the civil engineering field. At the
present, there are many construction achievements of harbor facilities.

Ship building, aircraft and car industry with relation to vehicles for transporta-
tion are under Ministry of Transportation control, Naval architectural engineering has a
long history and a lot of experiences. It has continued to offer comfortable living space in
ships for crew and passengers.

Figure 2 illustratess the concept of moored floating structures existing on the
boundary zone and applicable laws. There are floating structures called "marine archi-
tectural buildings" used in the language of architectural engineering, while on the other
hand they are called "long-term moored ships" in naval architectural engineering. The
figure denotes independent and common portions for construction of marine structures,
Each supervising government office insists on its interests with relation to building code
interpretation, administrative inatters and historical background as to where this
building should belong. Therefore, it is a fact that inconsistencies continue to exist and
constructors have to submit their design documents to all of the concerned government
offices when obtaining building permits.

A floating type structure moored by cable or dolphin has a particular feature as to
where it belongs, under a law system  Floating Structures Association of Japan, 1992!.
The different applicable laws and supervising government offices are as follows:

a! the Building Standard Law  Housing Bureau, Ministry of Construction!
b! the Port and Harbor Law  Ports and Harbors Bureau, Ministry of Transporta-

tion!
c! the Ship Safety Law  Maritime Technology and Safety Bureau, Ministry of

Tr ansportation!

The main purpose for writing this paper is to introduce marine structures that
have been applied under the Building Standard Law, especially in the field of architectur-
al engineering, and elaborations for such applications will be described,

The reason that the Building Standard Law is applied to these buildings, referred
to as retired ships which were used formerly as passenger ships, still depends on its
present usage. Public facilities such as aquariums, museums, restaurants, etc, are a
few examples.

If forms and structures are similar to ships, and if they are constructed on or
under the sea, this is a basis for applicable law to consider the purpose as to what type of
service is being offered by the building. Specifically, the 38th article of the Building
Standard Law is applicable. This article describes newly-developed material or
particular building materials and inventive structural methods with no previous
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experience, often called the brand new ones. As they are brand new, requirements are
necessary to verify validity or authenticity by the Ministry of Construction so those with
greater or equal strength and effects can be compared with former ones.

Figure 2. Concept of applicable laws and supervising government offices

MARINE ARCHITECTUKQ BUILDINGS EXISTING IN JAPAN

The marine architectural building map  Figure 3! shows that most of the build-
ings are located in the western part of Japan. One building in Hakodate City on Hokkaido
Island and another in Aomori City on Honshuu Island are both used as maritime
museums. These are two typical cases of retired ships being used as museums for its
secondary purpose in the present time.
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Figure 3, Distribution of marine architectural buildings

Previously these ships served as passenger ferry boats crossing between Aomori
City and Hakodate City. They paved the way towards employment and business opportuni-
ties to many. Somehow those days were now a part of the past and presently worth
reminiscing to a lot of citizens who were once passengers, especially Japanese people.
The sweet memories of the good old days using ferry boats remain in their hearts.
Because of progress, these ships had become inactive since an undersea bed tunnel was
constructed connecting Aomori City and Hakodate City. Both cities and Tokyo have
decided to preserve them as commemorative ships.

Table 1 gives a list of retired ships secondary use. Brazit-maru was formerly a
passenger ship which served in Japanese immigration to South America; at this time it



Table 1. Retired ships secondary use

Table 2. Underwater observat,ion towers
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is used as a food mall, The ships Soaya and Fuji were used for observing the Antarctic;
presently they are being used as museums. The Oriana is now in service as a restaurant,
catering wedding ceremonies, as well as partly providing rooms for conferences and
theater. Three more retired ships namely; Hakkouda-maru  Aomori Water Front Co,,
Ltd., 1990!, Mashuu-maru  Hakodate Sea Port Plaza Co., Ltd., 1990!, and Youtei-maru
 Museuin of Maritime Science, Japanese Foundation for Proinotion of Maritime Science,
1991! were also used as ferry boats between Aomori and Hakodate, The first two ships
served as museums during this period and the latter sailed to Genova, Italy. After an
international exhibition closes in Genova, the Yoatei-maru will cruise back to Tokyo
where it will remain as a commemorative ship. A ship named FCAP  Floating Car Park
Yokohaina Co., Ltd., 1990! which was formerly a cargo ship for exporting cars serves as
a parking lot in Yokohama City.

Table 2 shows six underwater observation towers  Japan Kenchiku Center
Foundation, 1987!, They include corridors enabling viewers to watch amazing underwa-
ter scenes.

Floating-type structures are listed in Table 3 and classified by structural type and
secondary use or as newly constructed buildings. One floating structure called "floating
island" situated at Sakaiga Beach was constructed as an aquarium  Setonaikai Central

Table 3. Classification by structural type and secondary use or
newly-constructed buildings
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Development Co., Ltd., 1989!. A provision for sewage disposal facility is also attached to
"the floating island." Another floating-type structure called "simulation theater" allows
one to imagine being inside a tall ship at Nagasaki during the 16th century  Nagasaki
Holland Village Co., Ltd., 1989!. The "Royal Phoenix" at Kure, Hiroshiina, provides part
of an arnusement park  Kure city 1990!. The "Shimoda floating aquarium" would be a
good example examined by the latest appraisal work  Fujita Kankoo Co., Ltd., 1991!. In
Yokohaina, a floating platform has been installed and is used as a waiting hall, landing
and access bridge, and restaurant  Yokohama City, 1990!.

The list of architectural buildings which do not belong to categories or Tables 1, 2
and 3 are shown in Table 4, These buildings include the fishing park platform in Kobe
City, another which is supposedly used as a fishing park in Tokushima, and others that
are used as am office on sea berth and platform, an underwater observation corridor
 Japan Shield Engineering Co., Ltd,. 1988!, and a base and frame used to display a
retired whale ship,

Table 4, Other types of buildings

CLASSIFICATION BY STRUCTI.JR%. TYPE

Table 3 shows a list in relation with structural system of buildings constructed in
the past five years. Except for Tokushima fishing park which was later canceled, others
were constructed under the floating type structures. There are six newly-constructed
floating type structures and four floating-type structures for secondary use.
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ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD CALCULATION

Figure 4 is a flow chart of environmental load estimation for structural design,
For seismic load effect, floating structures moored by dolphin and fender are also
subjects to be examined.

Figure 4. Flow chart of environmental load estimation

MOORING &.'SIAM

Table 5 shows illustrations of typical mooring systems. Mooring system No. 1 is
illustrates the case of the "floating island" at Sakaiga Beach. This system is composed of
chains and sinkers. Horizontal forces transferred to four chains are resisted by passive
earth pressure. Soft seabed mud around the sinker was replaced with sand and riprap to
keep enough passive earth pressure. Mooring system No. 2 shows the case of Hakkoda-
maru. Its mooring system is composed of nylon ropes, dolphins and pillow-type rubber
fenders. In particular, the sliding possibility of this existing wharf was checked against
forces from the rubber fender caused by wind forces calculated by 100-year return period.
System No. 3 to 6 are dolphin-type mooring systems. Each system differs from the other.
The basic difference among them is the number of supporting points in horizontal
displacements given by a single dolphin. In system No. 3, each single dolphin having one
fender controls only one direction either front or rear displacement in surging motion.
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Table 5, Mooring system



Each single dolphin installed with two fenders in system No, 4 controls two directions in
surging motion. For system No. 5, each single dolphin with three fenders controls one
direction in swaying motion and both directions in surging motion. ln system No. 6 each
single dolphin installed with three fenders and one clamp controls four horizontal
directions. This system has the most complicated function wherein swaying and surging
motions can be controlled by a single dolphin. With respect to vertical displacement, all
systems are adjustable to the height of tide.

CHECK POI&fS FOR APP1VtISAL WORKS

Figure 5 gives a flow chart of general guidelines for prevention against disaster
and structural design on the appraisal works.

Safety measures
for fire preventio~

Constant inspecbon

~ Practical measures
for refuge

I Displacement by
oscillation

I
Flexible loint

system
i

Stability of access
bridge

' Design strength of
matena Is

Figure 5. Check points on marine architectural buildings

Marine architectural buildings appraised by the Building Standard Law have
been introduced and discussedd. It is believed that the number of this type of building will
surely increase in the near future and a call for a specific law is in demand.
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STORM SURGES AND TIDES AROUND SRI U&GM

R.F, Henry and T.S. Murty
Institute of Ocean Sciences

Sidney, British Columbia, Canada

On average, there has been about one damaging surge per decade in the waters
around Sri Lanka, with more frequent smaller surges. Although the tidal range is not
large, in surge forecasting it is important to have a detailed understanding of the tides,
since damage is greater when peak surge coincides with high tide,

Study of storm surges and tides around Sri Lanka is made difficult by the shortage
of meteorological and tide gauge records. There are a few relatively short coastal gauge
records, but no deep sea tide gauges have been installed within several hundred
kilometres of the Sri Lanka coast.

On the west coast of the island, there have been sudden increases in water levels
forced by atmospheric gravity waves from mesoscale weather systems. Tropical cyclones
from the south Andainan Sea normally pass north of Sri Lanka, but occasionally make
landfall on the east coast, causing significant damage. The meteorological and surge
information available from past events fall far short of requirements for full hindcasting
studies.

Typical wind fields for cyclones, derived from observations in other tropical seas,
were used to drive surge models for the east coast, and, similarly, typical wind fields for
rissaga were assunied in studies of the west coast. Suitable conditions for forcing tidal
models along their outer sea boundaries were deduced from cotidal charts computed
with global tidal models, with some modification based on coastal gauge data,

INTRODUCTION

Storm surges are water level oscillations due to tangential surface wind stresses
and sea level atmospheric pressure gradients associated with travelling weather
systems. Tropical cyclone generated storm surges have had significant effects on the
lands surrounding the Bay of Bengal and the Gulf of Mexico. Of the countries around the
Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh experiences the most damaging surges, with India and
Burma being somewhat less affected. It is not generally realized that Sri Lanka also has
a storm surge problem, although the severity and frequency of storm surges there is
much less than in Bangladesh.

In Sri Lanka, storm surges associated with tropical cyclones occur mostly on the
northeast coast. Tropical cyclones are almost unknown on the west coast of Sri Lanka;
however, flooding occurs on occasion, and the causes have never been satisfactorily
accounted for. We suggest the so-called "Rissaga phenomenon" as one plausible
explanation for the occasional high water levels on the west coast of Sri Lanka. Study of
these meteorological effects on water levels is preceded by a discussion of tidal elevations,
which, although rather small around Sri Lanka, cannot be ignored.
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TIDES AROUND SRI LAMA

To our knowledge, there has been no publication to date in the open literature
devoted to tides in the waters around Sri Lanka, although, some information is available
from publications on tides in the Indian Ocean. Several studies on global ocean tides
show co-tidal charts for the Indian Ocean  e.g., Schwiderski, 1980; Marchuk, et al., 1984!.
The resolution of the waters around Sri Lanka is so coarse in these models that it is
almost impossible to obtain any detailed information on the tidal regime near the coasts,

The numerical model of Bogdanov and Kharkov �976! for the Indian Ocean made
use of a grid of 5 x5' in latitude and longitude; hence the co-tidal charts given for the two
main semi-diurnal tidal constituents M2 and Ss and the two principal diurnal tidal
constituents Ki and Oi do not contain much detail. By far the most detailed co-tidal charts
produced for the north Indian Ocean are those of McCammon and Wunsch �977!. They
constructed these charts by empirical methods from existing data and some deep ocean
pressure gauge measurements. Even though these charts provided more detailed results
than other studies, they are not detailed enough for the waters around Sri Lanka, except
possibly near its southeast coast,

Henry and Murty �983! and Elahi �983! used numerical models to construct co-
tidal charts for the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea respectively. The modeled areas in
these studies are essentially north of the study area and the results do not give any
reliable information on tides around Sri Lanka. Thus it is fair to say that, until now, no
detailed study of the tidal regime in the waters around Sri Lanka has been published.
This paper is an initial effort to coordinate the limited information available,

THE NtPCERICAL MODEL

The numerical model used here for simulating tides and storm surges covers a
rectangular region from 7 N to 12'N and 77'E to 84 E  Figure 1!, Figure 1 also shows the
locations of the tide gauges from which data is used in this study. Contours of water
depth are shown in Figure 2 and the grid for the numerical model is shown in Figure 3.
The grid interval is 9 km in both horizontal directions.

In addition to the numerical simulation of selected storm surge events, our aim is
to produce co-tidal charts for the largest constituents. For this purpose we start with the
quasi-linear version of the shallow water equations,

y!, = �  du!��  dv!y

u, = � grl�+ fv � F "'+G'"

v, = � g~�� fu � F » +G" y!  y!

where
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q x,y,t!
u x,y,t!
v x,y,t!
d x,y!
x,y

f g t

elevation of water surface above mean level

depth-averaged velocity in x-direction
depth-averaged velocity in y-direction
mean water depth
Cartesian coordinates in horizontal plane
Coriolis coefficient  assumed constant!
acceleration due to gravity
time
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Figure 1, Study area  depths in metres!

F <! and F x> are the friction terms in the x and y directions respectively and are
represented in the following way:

ku u +v !

d

 y! kv u + v !2 2 l/2

d

where k is the coeAicient of friction, A value of 2,5 x lo-s was used for k, G >'! and G >'l are
the forcing terms in the x and y directions respectively. In the tidal model the forcing
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terms are put equal to zero, while in the storm surge model they represent the wind
stress that drives the model.
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Figure 2. Schematization of coastlines and

contour plot of bathymetry used in
model  depths in metres!; portion
of grid shown up upper right
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The following finite difference scheme is used as an approximation of the partial
derivatives in the above equations  Figure 4!:

 di~ +d+1 j!i1i+1 j  d;-1j+dij!~ij  d1 +di jul!vi j+1 �  d, j 1+dj!vi!rl gf � 9ij

2.hy

u ij � llij

U ij -Uij

At

where

time step
grid interval sizes in x,y directions respectively
mean water depth at elevation point n0
V4[u<J 1 + u>+1< 1 + u>j + u>+1<1
V4[VI 1 1 + VIj + vi 1 jg] + vi j+1J

The primed values refer to ter1ns updated during the current time step, while
unprimed variables are the terms evaluated in the previous time step. The minimum
ti1ne step permissible in order to maintain numerical stability is given by the following:

Ax.Ay

gd  Ax +Ay j

where At is the time step, Ax and Ay are the grid mesh sizes in the corresponding
directions, d,� is the maximum depth of the model.
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Figure 3 b!. Model area showing wind forcing areas for simulated west coast surges
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where p is the density of water, p, is the density of air, T Qy afe the components of wind
8P, oP�

stress in the x and y directions; O�and ~�are the sea level atmospheric pressure
gradients in the x and y directions  Murty, 1984!,

Results from trial runs suggested that the contributions from the pressure
gradient terms and the bottom stress terms were not significant, and hence these terms
were oinitted in certain runs, Then �! becomes

G  ! d G y! y
pD pD

�!

The wind stress is given by

r. = C.KIV VI
�!

where V is wind velocity and K is a drag coefficient. A value of 2.6 x 10-s was used for K,
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the depth gradient is quite steep off the south-

easterly coast of Sri Lanka, On the other hand, the gradient is quite small off the south
coast of India. It is also to be noted that there are some shallow areas in Palk Strait,
These features will have some effect on the results of the model runs,

To minimize model spin-up time, the amplitude of the tidal forcing was increased
linearly over 15 hours of simulated time to the required magnitude, and the coefficient of
friction k was set high initially and allowed to decrease exponentially to the required
value.

Difference meteorological forcing is required for model studies of east and west
coasts of Sri Lanka. Cyclones have been known to hit the East Coast of Sri Lanka, From
Ali and Johns �980!, the wind velocity needed to determine &~i and Gii'! is given by:

v=v H
V = Vmax

0 r R

r R

 8!
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where r=radial distance from the centre of the cyclone and maximum wind speed V~,�
occurs at radius R. A cyclone track and maximum wind speed were specified for each
model run. On the west coast, surges were simulated by applying uniforin wind fields
over certain ocean areas. The wind was increased from zero to full strength over a period
of two hours, held steady for two hours, and then gradually removed. Time series of
surface elevation were recorded for prescribed points in the model domain during each
run.
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TIDAL MODEL RESULTS

Each tidal model run was
monitored until steady oscillation was
reached  eg., Figure 5 a!, b!! and
harmonic analysis was then carried
out. Avoiding abrupt application of the
driving boundary conditions and
artificially high initial damping, as
described earlier, ensured that steady
oscillation was reached within one or
two cycles  see Figure 5 c!, d!!. While
tidal elevation s always reached a
steady oscillatory condition, velocities
sometimes contained a low-frequency
component  eg., Figure 6 g!, h!!. This
usually indicates the presence of
topographically trapped waves created
accidentally during the spin-up phase
and not contributing to the elevation
field. Since they are slow to dissipate
and are well separated in frequency
from the tidal constituent being
studied, waves of this type can be
ignored during the harmonic analysis.

Comparison of Figures 5 a!
and  b! shows the marked effect of
shallow waters on tidal behaviour. The
tidal elevation record from point �3,6G!
in the shallows of Palk Strait shows
attenuation of amplitude and presence
of higher frequency harmonics.

An overall view of each tidal
constituent can be shown most
conveniently in the form of a cotidal
chart. Figure 7 a! shows the computed
amplitude for the largest tidal
constituent, M2. Also shown are
observed M2 amplitudes at coastal tide
gauges and the M2 cotidal amplitudes
as estimated by Vassie  personal
communication, 1985!. It can be seen
that there is good agreement among all
three. In general, the computed M2
phase, shown in Figure 7 b!, agrees
well with the observed phase and also
with Vassie's estimated co-phase
pattern. Since most tide gauges are
sited within harbours or estuaries,
some differences between harbour
readings and computed open coast

Figure 5. Computed tidal elevations
 a!,  b! steady-state stage of M2 simula ,ion
 c! transient and steady-state stage of S2

simulation
 d! transient and steady-state stage of Oi

si mul a ti o n

6. Computed tidal velocities  x-direction
only!

steady-state stage of M2 simulation
transient and stady-state stage of Oi
simulation
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values are to be expected; t,he
discrepancy is greater the further up
the waterway the gauge is sited.
Figures 8 a! and 8 b! show the cotidal
amplitudes and phases for the S2
which is the second-largest tidal
constituent. Agreement with observed
values is good on the east coast of Sri
Lanka and somewhat less satisfactory
on the west coast.

The largest discrepancies
between observed and computed values
are on the south-west coast of
Sri Lanka, for both Mq and S2. The
probable explanation in both cases is
the uncertainty concerning correct
boundary values to supply along the
nearby southern boundary of the
model. Unlike the case of a passive,
radiating boundary, little is to be
gained by placing this boundary
further south. Only better estimates of
the boundary conditions alleviate this
problem, Only M2 and S 2 exceed 10cm
in amplitude in the modelled region.
Other constituents are substantially
smaller and essentially unimportant
so far as contributing to surge levels
are concerned. For instance, Ot, the
largest diurnal constituent, does not
exceed 3 cm in amplitude anywhere on
the coast of Sri Lanka, according to
both observations and simulation.

EAST COAST PIQRM SURGE MODEL
RH%JI.TS

On average, the east coast of Sri
Lanka experiences a major surge due
to a tropical cyclone every 10 to
15 years. In December 1964, the
Rameswaram Cyclone passed over the
northern tip of Sri Lanka and then hit
the coast of India. It was one of the
most severe storms known to have
occurred in the North Indian Ocean,
and caused several hundred deaths
and great property damage in Sri
Lanka. Approximate maximum wind
speed was 175 knots �24 kph!,

. numerical model

� � � � estimated by Vassie �985!
tide gauge site

Figure 7 a!. Co-amplitudes for M2 constituent  cm!

numerical model

estimated by Vassie �985!
tide gauge site

Figure 7 b!. Co-phases for M2 constituent  deg!
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Better observations are available
 Dharnaratha, 1985! for the next major
surge in 1978, which is the one
simulated here. The path of the cyclone
as it crossed the east coast of Sri Lanka
is shown in Figure 10 a!. Also shown
are three locations in the model grid
where computer elevation was
monitored. The wind distribution of
Eq.  8! was used to represent the
cyclone; this wind pattern was
assumed to move along the cyclone
track at 8 knots �4,8 kph!. A maximum
wind speed of 100 knots �85 kph! was
adopted, in accordance with observed
values. Though it is popularly assumed
that the surge elevation is a maximum
where a storm track crosses the coast,
observations and the simulated surge
shown in Figure 11 deinonstrate that
maximum elevations are experienced
at coastal points, grid locations �,57!
and �6,16!, somewhat beyond the
region of maximum winds. The large
surges at these two locations can be
attributed partly to the shallow
bathymetry in their neighbourhoods
 Figures 10 b! and  c!!, Where the
cyclone path crosses the coast, point
�0,33! in the model, the shelf is too
narrow to amplify the surge, and in
addition, the cyclone winds are parallel
rather than normal to the coast.

WEST COAST SIORM SURGE MODEL
RES UL'1S

Even though there is no record of
tropical cyclones ever impinging on the
west coast of Sri Lanka, water level
oscillations of significant amplitudes,
up to 2-3 metres, have been observed on
the coasts north and south of Colombo.
The associated wave periods are of the
order of 5-10 minutes, but unlike
cyclone-generated surges, the whole
event typically lasts 15-30 minutes. In
fact, the nieteorological events generat-
ing these water level oscillations are of
even shorter duration. These episodes
occur once or twice per year on
average.

Figure 8 a!, Co-amplitudes for Sz constituent  cm!

Figure 8 b!. Co-phases for Sg constituent  deg!
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Meteorological observations over the sea west of Sri Lanka are very sparse, but it
seems likely that these brief surges are essentially similar to the "Rissaga phenomena"
in the Mediterranean, discussed by Monserrat, et al. �991!. There, large short-term
fluctuations in atmospheric pressure appear to cause corresponding fluctuations in
water level, which are particularly noticeable wherever there is a resonant coupling
between the atmospheric gravity wave and a normal mode of basin. In the Sri Lanka
weather office records, there is evidence that strong wind gusts occur, extending some
tens of kilometres along the coast and for an unknown distance seawards, while
corresponding data on the pressure field is lacking. Consequently, in this study it was
decided to examine the response in sea-level of the model to wind-fields corresponding in
strength to reported cases and extending over different ocean regions west of Sri Lanka.
The fact that similar effects were observed at the same time in Coochin, on the south-
west coast of India, and north of Colombo suggests that the wind fields involved in these
phenomena are quite extensive. The existence of normal shelf modes raises the possibili-
ty of some resonant amplification of water level at the coast, similar to that occurring in
the Mediterranean.

Based on the sketchy data available, it was judged approporiate to use a wind
directed at 100 south of east. Most cases were run at a wind speed of 280 kph, based on
estimates of actual events. Significant water level oscillations are known to occur with
wind-speeds down to 150 kph.

Model runs carried out with winds of the magnitude described above, applied to
various regions, are shown in Figure 9. Whereas the computed maximum elevations are
in the range of the reported amplitudes, the model needs over one hour to build up to
these levels, which is slower than in nature,  The initial maximum water level is not
affected by applying the wind field for longer than the initial phase, as was done in the
model runs!. There could be several reasons for this discrepancy, The actual phenoine-
non may have a lower, inore quickly attained amplitude, but be subject to dynamic
arnplification to the observed levels. Physical factors which could cause such amplifica-
tion are resonance with normal modes of vibration of the shelf and movement of the
weather system.

The response is essentially similar in nature at difference places on the Sri
Lankan coast, though there is some variation with location and wind forcing region
 Figure 9!, whereas on the Indian coast  Figure 9 iii!!, where the applied wind is
offshore, the effect is inverted, as is to be expected, Far from the coasts, there is very little
effect on sea-level  Figure 9 vi!!,

CONCLUSIONS

To our knowledge, no publication has yet appeared on tides or storin surges in
Sri Lankan waters. Although, in principle, much more sophisticated models could be
developed, only a simp]ified model, without non-linear advection terms, has been used in
this study. The sparcity of input data makes it pointless to use a more complicated model
at this time, In future studies, including advection, all the tidal constituents would then
be simulated together, to allow non-linear interaction be taken into account. In that case
also, the surge modelling should be done simultaneously with the tidal simulation, as
there can be interaction between the two.
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PASSIVE MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS FOR STORM SURGE MODELLING
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Storm surges and the resulting coastal flooding are manifestations of significant
increase in water levels caused by the passage of atmospheric disturbances. The study of
storm surges in the Beaufort Sea is extremely useful for successful operation of offshore
activities, such as navigation, transportation and oil drilling, Presence of sea ice cover
helps in damping the amplitude of surges. Hence, a knowledge of sea ice cover is
beneficial in the surge modelling, An available storm surge model in presence of ice
cover, is described briefly here,

Since June 1987, the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager has been a part of the U.S.
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, The Microwave Group, Ice Services of the
Atmospheric Environment Service, with collaboration from the Institute for Space and
Terrestrial Science, North York, has been actively involved in the interpretation and
analysis of passive microwave sensor data. The availability and applicability of this data
in deriving wind stress and sea ice cover for use in the analysis and prediction of storm
surges in the Beaufort Sea is presented.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that wind stress and pressure gradient force contribute about 90%
and 10%, respectively, towards the generation of surges. Unavailability of accurate and
detailed observations of winds over the Arctic area in general, and the Beaufort Sea in
particular, is a major deterrent in conducting detailed investigations of surges, Also,
during storms, it is difficult to obtain information on winds. However, with the advent of
satellites carrying all-weather passive microwave sensors, one could obtain data on sea
ice cover and winds  over open ocean areas! from multifrequency observations, The
objective here is to show how the wind and ice cover data are derived from the all-weather
passive microwave observations and to demonstrate its potential for the study of storm
surges in presence of ice cover,

The Special Sensor Microwave Imager  SSM/I!, an all-weather sensor, is a part of
the United States Defense Meteorological Satellite Program  DMSP!. The SSM/I, operat-
ing at four frequencies, 19.35, 22.2, 37.0, and 85.5 GHz with orthogonal polarizations
 except at 22.2 GHz! measures atmospheric/oceanic surface brightness temperatures,
The spatial resolution is frequency dependent and range from about 50 km at 19.35 GHz
to about 15 km at 85.0 GHz. The swath width of SSM/I is 1400 km, Any area of the
midlatitudes is observed twice a day. At higher latitudes  e.g., 60'N to about 85'N!, due to
greater overlapping of successive swaths, the frequency of observations is even greater
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than at midlatitudes. The Microwave Group, Ice Services of the Atmospheric Environ-
ment Service, Canada with collaboration from the Institute for Space and Terrestrial
Science  ISTS!, North York, Ontario, Canada has been actively involved in the interpreta-
tion and analysis of SSM/I data.

The reinaining part of the paper deals with the following material arranged into
four more sections. The second section deals with storm surge modelling. The third and
fourth sections, respectively, describe the ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea, and ice and
wind information derived from the satellite passive microwave observations. The last
section provides concluding remarks.

BEAUFORT SEA PIQRM SURGE MODEL

c! o!
� = � � Du - � Dv

c!x

du r!tl �+ C!r,�Cv;�rl,�1 dp,� =fu � g + '" + � '" � " + Fx � ��
pD pD pD p dx �!

� � C!Tsy C rly 're 1 dP~
� =fu � g + + +Fy � ��
ott dy pD pD pD p dy

Tides

lP-tt lP 2lo' t lP 2iO4 IQ cps

Shett
Waves

Swell Sso C api l lorries

~ Wind Waves

Planetary
Waves

Acoustic
Waves

TsunamisStorm
Surges

Figure 1, Frequencies of oceanic wave motion in cycles per second  cps!
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Storm surges belong to the same class of waves as tides and tsunamis  Figure 1!.
The dynamical theory of tides and surges, in general, is based on depth-averaged
hydrodynamical equations. Since the inain concern is with fluctuations in water level,
not influenced by water currents below the water surface, the elimination of dependence
on the vertical co-ordinate resulting from depth-averaging, gives a useful simplification
of the problem. For a detailed discussion the reader is referred to Murty �984! and
Neralla and Murty �991!. In the Cartesian co-ordinate system, with x,y in the horizontal
plane of the mean sea surface, the depth-averaged equations of inotion are used.
However, for the application of this model over the polar areas, Kowalik �984! and
Danard, et al. �989! modified the model to take into account the presence of ice cover. The
model is briefly described below.



8
� + Cu; � � Cv,
dt dx �!

du; Bg r�� v 1 dp,� =fv � g + +R
8x ph '" p + �!

Bvl Bg <p>y 'r>y 1 8p<=-fui � g + +Ry � ��
8t ' + p,h " p ay �!

One can see from Eqs. �! and �! that the meteorological forcing which generate
storm surges are the wind stress and the horizontal gradient of surface atmospheric
pressure, The atmospheric pressure gradients can be prescribed either from observa-
tions or from the output of numerical weather prediction models, However, the wind
stress is not routinely observed and hence must be derived from wind observations. Over
large and inaccessible areas such as the Arctic, satellite observations are extremely
useful. Also, since the depth, D, is in the denominator of wind stress terms  see Eqs. �!
and �!!, it could be noticed that the stress is less effective in generating surges in deep
water than in the shallow water. In deep water, surges are mainly produced by changes
in atmospheric pressure, but in shallow water and in particular on continental shelves
and nearer to coasts, wind stress forcing dominates. The continuity Eq. �! expresses the
conservation of water.

As suggested by Wu �980!, the drag coefficient can be specified as a function of
wind  Figure 2!. As stated earlier, accurate knowledge of wind is essential for the
prediction of storm surges especially in shallow water. Given the time and space
dependent values of wind and pressure, the dynamical problem of the prediction of storm
surges in ice covered waters, is involved in solving Eqs. �! to �! in a given region of
interest.

Equations �! to �! describe a simple viscous approach to obtain ice drift and
concentration  Rothrock, 1980!, Based on viscous-plastic approach of Hibler �979!, the
Atmospheric Environment Service  AES! developed a regional scale sea ice motion model
for operational applications  Neralla, et al., 1988!, This model uses reasonable physics in
the sense of inclusion of all relevant parameters and is well suited for inclusion in the
storm surge modelling over the polar areas. At ICEC, a dynamical sea ice model
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where t is the time, rl is the departure of water surface elevation from undisturbed depth,
u and v are the components of depth-mean current, D is the undisturbed water depth, f is
the Coriolis parameter  = 2 Q Sin  p, where Q is the angular velocity of the Earth, and rp is
the latitude!, g is the acceleration due to gravity, C is the ice concentration, w,�and t»
are the components of air stress exerts on water surface, ti,�and viz are the components
of water stress exerts on ocean bottom, t;�and tr are the components of underside ice
stress exerts on water, F�and F�are the components of water viscous forces, R;�and R;�
are the components of internal ice resistance, x,;�and t�;~ are the components of air
stress exerts on ice surface, p, is the air pressure, h is the ice thickness and u; and v; are
the components of ice velocity.



 Neralla, et al., 1988!, known as the Regional Ice Model  RIM! is run daily. The model-
generated output of ice coditions is mainly used as numerical guidance in preparing iceanalysis and forecasts. 3.0
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O
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Figure 2, Variation of drag
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The ice conditions as obtained from passive microwave observations will be
extremely useful for initializing ice motion equations, A brief discussion on gathering
the SSM/I sea ice cover data will be provided in the fourth section,

ICE COVER IN THE BEAUFORT SEA

With mandate from the Federal Government, the Ice Centre Environment
Canada  ICEC! of Ice Services has the responsibility to produce daily ice charts valid at
1800 Z. These charts are generated by collating the data gathered during the day, from all
the available remotely sensed observations such as satellites  NOAA AVHRR, LANDSAT
MSS!, aircrafts  STAR-2, DASH-7! and from direct observations from ships, helicopters
and land stations. Figure 3 shows an example of conventional composite ice analysis
chart produced over the Southern Beaufort Sea, The codes called 'egg' codes depict the
detailed ice conditions over a given area. The inset in the diagram gives the explanation
of the codes, which are designed by the World Meteorological Organization. For more
details on the 'egg' code, the reader is referred to a manual called MANICE �989!.

With the advent of satellite passive microwave observations, such as SSM/I
observations, the spatial and temporal coverage over the Canadian Arctic areas is
extremely reasonable. Figure 4 shows the ice cover and its coverage over the Southern
Beaufort Sea from the SSM/I data, It is interesting to note that the coverage for a day �
September 1992! is quite abundant, Sea ice concentrations are in percentages. One could,
from these charts, easily discern the ice edge. The data coverage of this nature is
beneficial for the study of storm surges in ice encumbered waters,
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PASSIVE MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS

The Beaufort Sea experiences storm surges set up by northwest winds associated
with high latitude storms. As stated earlier, accurate knowledge of winds over the
inaccessible regions during a storm situation is essential for obtaining good prediction of
surges. With the availability of all-weather passive microwave sensing capability, one
could derive winds from the multi-frequency data,

The microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum is useful for sensing the
environmental parameters such as winds, ice, oil spills, etc. The SSM/I was launched as
part of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program  DMSP!. The primary environmen-
tal parameters to be retrieved from SSM/I are shown in Table 1  Hollinger, et al,, 1987!.

The SSM/I is a seven-channel, four-frequency, linearly polarized microwave
radiometer receiving both vertically and horizontally linearly polarized radiation at 19.4,
37.0 and 85.5 GHz and vertically at 22.2 GHz. The spacecraft is in a circular sun-
synchronous near-polar orbit at an altitude of 833 km with an inclination of 98.8 degrees
and an orbit period of 102.0 min. With a swath width of 1400 km, the satellite provides 14.1
full orbits per day  Figure 5!.

1400 4M SWATH

Figure 5. Earth coverage of the SSM/I in one day  Ho!linger, et al., 1987!
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Table 1. SSM/I environmental products  Hollinger, et al., 1987!

Geometric Range of Quantization Absolute
Resolution Values Levels Accuracy

+2 m/sOcean Surface
Wind Speed

Ice

+ 12'0 to 10025

1yr,>2yr50 none

N/A

0,5, 10, 15,
20, >25

Precipitation over
Land Areas

0 to 2525

+ 1,0kg/m>Cloud Water
 <100prn Diameter!

0.050 to 125

+ 2.0kg/m~0.10Liquid Water
 >100pxn Diameter!

25

+ 3.0kg/m~Integrated Water
Vapor

Oto80 0.525

0,5,10,15,20, + 5 mm/hr
25, >25

Precip. over
Water

0 to 25

Soil Moisture

Land Surface
Temperature

0 - 50cmSnow Water

Content
25

N/A N/A25

+ 20%
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* Area covered

* Age

~ Edge Location

Surface Type

Cloud Amount

1st Year,
Multiyear

N/A

50 0 to 60%

25 180-340K

12 Types

0 to 100%

+ 12.5km

+ 5 rnm/hr

None

None
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Figure 6. Satellite viewing of the Earth and the radiation transfer equation
 SwiA, and Cavalieri, 1985!
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Swift �977! and Munn �978! demonstrated that wind speeds near the ocean
surface can be remotely sensed by both active and passive radiometers, The active
sensors  e.g., scatterometers! measure the component of transmitted power that is
backscattered from the ocean surface whereas the passive sensors  e.g., SSM/I! measure
radiation naturally emitted from the ocean surface. In both cases, the scattered and
emitted radiation are affected by ocean surface roughness which in turn is a function of
surface wind speed. Gloersen and Barath �977! state that passive microwave radiometry
involved the detection of naturally generated emissions from the earth and atmosphere at
microwave frequencies ranging from 1 to 240 GHz  or equivalent wavelengths of 30 to
0.125 cm!, The microwave radiation incident on the spacecraft antenna and detected by
the microwave radiometer is composed of radiance contribution from the earth and
atmosphere  Swift and Cavalieri, 1985! as shown in Figure 6. These radiances can then
be expressed as equivalent brightness temperatures   K!,



Following Swift and Cavalieri �985!, the brightness temperature  Ts! is expressed

T>.. � � e; T,exp -r;!+ T�p ~ + � iF'g!T~ exp  r'!+ � f j!Tpexp  � 2t; !

where z is the surface emissivity, T, is the physical surface temperature, t is the total
atmospheric opacity, T~ is the upward emitted radiance contribution to the atmosphere,
Ts,�� is the total  downward emitted or reflected! atmospheric brightness temperature,
T,p is the average brightness temperature of free space, t is the frequency of the received
radiation and j is the polarization of the received radiation, A more detailed discussion is
given in Swift, et al. �984!.

The frequencies used here for extraction of winds are not hindered by the atmo-
spheric absorption  Figure 7!. The surface brightness temperatures as obtained from the
sensor at four frequencies �9.4, 22.0, 37.0 and 85.5 CHz! are used in the wind speed
retrieval algorithms developed by Environmental Research and Technology Inc.  ERT!
under contract to Hughes Aircraft is called the D-Matrix algorithm  Hollinger, et al,,1987!. f.O
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�
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U92
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Figure 7. Variation of atmospheric transmittance with frequency

Extraction of Surfaoe Wind

Figure 8 shows the variation of brightness temperature at 19,4 H and V, 22 V and
37 H and V frequencies with ocean surface wind. It can be clearly seen from this figure
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that the information from the horizontal channels are more sensitive to wind speed than
the vertical channels. Although the variations at vertical polarizations are small, they
are by no means negligible, The algorithm  see Goodberlet, et al., 1989; and Lo, 1983! for
retrieval of surface wind is given by

V, = CO j! + Cl j!Ts�9H! + C2 j!Ts�2V! + C3 j!Ts�7V! + C4 j!Ts�7H!  8!

where V, is the surface wind speed in m/s and referenced to height of 19.5 m above the
surface. The anemometer level winds can then be obtained by using some form of
logarithmic wind profile. The terms Ts x! represent the SSM/1 measured brightness
temperature of frequency/polarization combinations. Based on similar procedure and
with some modifications to  8! in terms of weather and sea state corrections, AES/YORK
 Davies, et al., 1990! obtained surface winds. This algorithin was tested and evaluated
thoroughly for several synoptic events, The AES/York was also validated with SSM/l
algorithm as developed by Lo �983!.

25

24

230

C9 220

210

200

0- 190

X 180
170

X 160
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130 5 10 15 20 25 30
WIND SPEED  rn/sec!

Figure 8, Brightness temperature as function of frequency and wind speed
 Ho!linger, et at., 1987!
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With suitably modified coefficients, Petty and Katsaros �990! used Eq.  8! by
incorporating V19 brightness temperature instead of H19 brightness temperature. More
recently, Schluessel and Luthardt �991! suggested that by using the brightness tempera-
ture differences between vertically and horizontally polarized teinperatures at the same
frequency, in Eq,  8!, the main atmospheric contribution is greatly minimized. The
algorithm, according to Schluessel and Luthardt �991!, is given by

V, = C0 j! + Cl j!Ts�9V! + C2 jXTs�9V! - Tp�9H!! + C3 j!Ts�2V! +
+ C4 j!Ts�7V! + C5 jXTs�7V! - Ts�7H!!

This algorithm was tested thoroughly over the North Sea area and found to be in good
agreement with observations.

Ebrtrar~e of Sea Ice Concentration

For a single channel, dually polarized observations, the algorithm for deriving sea
ice concentration was developed by Lo �983! and can be written as

C = Ao + Ai   Tsv �7! - TsH �7! l �0!

Table 2. Seasonal constants  Lo, 1983!

Ap AiSEASON

SPRING

SUMMER

1.164 - 0.0176

1.163 - 0.0276

1.164 � 0,0176

1,165 - 0.0276

FALL

WINTER
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where AD and Ai are seasonal constants  see Table 2!, and Tsv �7! and TsH �7! are
respectively, the vertical and horizontal polarized brightness temperatures at 37 GHz
frequency. The seasonal constants Ao and Ai are derived from known average values of
ice temperature, atmospheric liquid water content and ice type emissivities which vary
with the season. These procedures were thoroughly validated recently  Ramseier et al.,
1989!, More recent algorithms  e.g., Rubinstein and Ramseier, 1991! incorporate dual
frequency observations with same polarization and could generate ice concentrations for
different categories such as first year a multiyear ice. However, by acquiring a good
knowledge of the total atmospheric water vapor content, the existing algorithms could be
modified.



Figure 9 shows an example of derived SSM/I information on sea ice and winds
over the East Greenland Sea for 24 July 1990. This was obtained in near-real time on
board FS Polarstern during a recent polar expedition  Garrity, et al., 1990!, Contours
represent the isolines of sea ice concentration, Winds are derived and plotted over the
open water areas.
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CONCLUDING REARMS

A brief description of storm surge modelling iss presented in the second section. It
is shown that the wind stress and pressure gradient are the main inputs to study and
sixnulate this phenomenon. If surges occur over the ice covered waters, a good
knowledge of ice cover the areas of interest is essential. Information on conventional ice
cover data is discussed along with a brief outline of other sources of data for ice
concentration. Details of deriving wind and concentration of sea ice from the remotely
sensed satellite passive xnicrowave observations is also discussed. The inforxnation on
wind and ice, thus derived from the SSM/I data is useful in the storxn surge studies over
the inaccessible areas of the Arctic such as the Beaufort Sea. It would be interesting to
compare simulated surges using ice cover data from conventional and from SSM/I
observations.
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